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TX:  10.02.12 - Blind Cricket

PRESENTER:  PETER WHITE



White
So it's back to business as usual for the England cricket team, licking its wounds after losing three games in a row in Abu Dhabi.  So it might seem an odd time to be beefing up enthusiasm for the coming cricket season but apparently cricket played by visually impaired people is thriving.  The Metro Sports Club in London and other clubs scattered round the country are trying to recruit more players.  Metro is running a series of three workshops, the first of which has already taken place at the mecca of cricket - Lords.  Tony Shearman went along as a complete novice to have his potential assessed and Hassan Khan, a Metro member, began by educating Tony over the subtle differences between the blind and the sighted game, beginning with the ball.

Shearman
This is a size three football, what's that inside it?

Khan
It's ball bearings, so once a ball's hit you're supposed to hear it through the air or down on the ground.  But you know we have got many powerful batsmen who hit it and so at times for totally blind people it becomes guesswork.  Basically how it works:  You have seven partials, so they're the ones who can see a bit, and then you have four totally blind people.  Partials have to catch the ball on the fall, as you would in a mainstream game, however, when it comes to someone like me - totally blind - I can catch the ball once it's bounced.  Everyone I score is doubled.  Other than that I would say the game is similar and that's why I love it so much.

Music 

Samuels
Alright Tony, so hold the bat, first of all, in your left hand and then put your right hand towards the bottom of the handle.

Shearman
This is Dave Samuels, by the way, he's one of the coaches, he's going to teach me how to bat.

I did play blind cricket 20 years ago but I'll tell you about that later. 

Sorry Dave, what are we doing?

Samuels
That's alright.  So you're standing side on, alright, to the bowler, the bowler will ask you when you're ready and then when you are ready you say yes and then as he releases the ball he'll say play, so that you know it's coming.  The ball has to bounce twice before it gets to you.

Shearman
Right.

Samuels
Okay? So that you can hear it coming.

Shearman
Okay smashing.

Samuels
Alright?  And then as you're ready swing and see if you can hit.

Music

Commentator
So welcome to Lords for this very special test - Tony Shearman is at the crease for the first ball and he's facing the bowler - Hassan Khan.  Khan comes in - and he's bowled him.  Shearman out for a duck.

Shearman
Out first ball, don't believe it.

Now as I mentioned I have played blind cricket before - 20 years ago - and I had two games.  The first one, believe it or not, was at the Oval in the lunchtime session of the England versus South Africa test where Devon Malcolm took nine wickets.  I took a ball right in the unmentionables and heard the crowd go - oooh that must have hurt - and believe me it did.  A week later I was playing in a league match and got knocked out by the ball - that was my only two times I've played blind cricket.  So we've got a newcomer here who's never done it before now his name is Caj.  Caj, don't let my story put you off, it's the first time you've played blind cricket today what have you thought of it so far?

Caj
I found that in a way it's actually harder than playing with a normal sized ball, in that you need a different technique, even the actual outer bowling, it's quite hard to grip the ball, it's a lot bigger than I thought it would be.  I'm so used to playing with tennis balls and normal sized cricket ball.  I've always been partially sighted, nevertheless I just sort of played with normal sized balls but when it comes to batting and fielding I was not able to contribute so much, when I was playing with a normal sized cricket ball, so I thought you can't - nowadays you can't just be contributing in one aspect of the game, so heard of Metro, thought I'd give it a go and see whether I would enjoy it. 

Shearman
Okay time to try my hand at a bit of bowling.  I'm with the bowling coach - Hyndrick Swanipool, I think that's correct isn't it Hyndrick?

Swanipool
Yes that is.  Are you a right arm bowler?

Shearman
Indeed.

Swanipool
Right what we've got to do it's basically important for you to try and cradle the ball, not squeeze it, so you're just holding it lightly.  The right arm will extend behind you backwards and the left arm will point in the direction to where you want to bowl, so you can't use both your hands to hold the ball, it's only got to be one hand.

Shearman
Got you.

Swanipool
Keep the arm nice and straight, left arm where the caller's calling you and then you follow through with your right arm in that direction.  

Commentator
So here's Shearman, into bowl, oh and that's a shocker, well wide, so wide in fact that we're at Lords and I think that's ended up at the Oval.

Swanipool
You fell away to your left side and you pushed the ball right across to the off side.  Okay?  I don't know if you felt yourself but you twisted at your trunk and you fell to your left and the ball went way down the off side for a right handed batsman.

Shearman
Oh dear.  I think we'll try something else.  Thanks Hyndrick.

Swanipool
That's a pleasure.

Shearman
So tried my hand at batting, I've tried my hand at bowling, I'm now with the fielding coach - Adam Benjamin, over to you Adam.

Adam Benjamin
Thank you very much.  Right, we've just done some catching.  Another important skill in the fielding is the throwing at the wicket.  Imagine the batsman's about to take a quick single, ball's coming towards you, you've got to attack the ball, pick it up and throw the ball at the stumps.  So what we're about to do now is we're going to roll the ball out to you and you've got to attack the ball, pick it up and try and knock those stumps over before that Australian batsman gets in for a single.  Okay?  What I will do I'll go behind the stumps, I'll be shouting - keeper, keeper, keeper - because you guys might not be able to see where the stumps are, so you've got to aim at my voice.  Okay?  And imagine you're trying to knock me over okay?  So let's get you all in a line.  

Music

Shearman
Okay well we're now going to play a match and I've just volunteered - I don't know why - to be wicket keeper, this should be fun.

Samuels
Depending on who the bowler is you might not be able to see the stumps, so he might ask you for a call so he knows where the stumps are, so if he does just shout his name, give him a clap and he'll have an idea by your voice. 

Adam, are you ready mate?

Adam Benjamin
Yes.

Samuels
Yes Alan, yes Alan, yes Alan.  Oooh.

Shearman
Stopped the ball there, did you see that?

Samuels
Reece, wicket.

Music

Shearman
Well it's coming towards the end of the session now and I'm back with Hassan.  Has it been a success today?

Khan
Absolutely.  Basically we're the first club to get two teams entered into a league and we want to get players for both teams to make them as strong as possible.  So we've got a Metro A and a Metro B.

Shearman
And some of these players here today could well step up to the plate and be part of that new team?

Khan
Absolutely, you know what I've got no doubt and if you play for Metro you go on to bigger and greater things, i.e. playing for your country and I've done that and I tell you what putting on the England shirt, there's not a prouder moment.

Shearman
Be totally honest with me now, do you think I'm going to make it into the new team?

Khan
Well Tony I believe you play golf so in the nicest way possible how about we stick to the golf for now?

Shearman
Very cruel Hassan, very cruel.

Music

White
Hassan Khan from Metro Sport Club, rather puncturing the dreams of our reporter Tony Shearman.  And you also heard cricket commentator Simon Mann in there.


